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Relating Potential 

 Name:  Julia Roberts 
 Date:  Oct 28, 1967 
 Time:  12:16:00 AM EDT  +04:00 
 Place: Atlanta,GA           
        084W23'17"  33N44'56" 

The positions of the planets and house cusps at the time of your birth are given below. 
The interpretation of this astrological data is divided into ten chapters as follows: I. Your 
General Nature, II. Inner Responsiveness, III. Mentality, IV. Inner Needs - Desires - 
Sexuality, V. Energy - Drive - Activity, VI. Expansiveness - Growth - Success, 
VII.Seriousness - Concentration - Limitations, VIII. Originality - Spontanaity - 
Independence, IX. Imagination - Ideals - Sprituality, X. Compulsiveness - Fate - Mission. 

General Guidelines  

Some of the interpretations given in the 'chapter highlights' section may appear in two 
chapters because these particular interpretations are appropriate for both chapters. It does 
not denote greater strength of this interpretation.If you find the same theme showing up 
repeatedly in the interpretations, then this factor is particularly strong. Interpretations 
given in the 'Chapter Highlights' section of each chapter are ordered with the strongest 
influences first.If two interpretations sound contradictory, then this simply means that 
you express opposite qualities at different times and in different situations. 

Remember also that astrology is not fatalistic; astrology is a key to understanding the 
cosmic energies that infulence your decisions, and it proides a map of the best path to 
follow. 

 

Natal Chart Positions & Placidus House Cusps 
Planet Sign Position House House 

Sun Scorpio 04°Sc03' 04th 01  27°Ca53' 
Moon Leo 24°Le47' 02nd 02  19°Le50' 

Mercury Scorpio 13°Sc53' 04th 03  15°Vi34' 
Venus Virgo 18°Vi04' 03rd 04  16°Li45' 
Mars Capricorn 03°Cp45' 06th 05  22°Sc07' 

Jupiter Virgo 01°Vi22' 02nd 06  26°Sg55' 
Saturn Aries 07°Ar09' 09th 07  27°Cp53' 
Uranus Virgo 27°Vi12' 03rd 08  19°Aq50' 

Neptune Scorpio 23°Sc21' 05th 09  15°Pi34' 
Pluto Virgo 21°Vi57' 03rd 10  16°Ar45' 

Midheaven Aries 16°Ar45' 11  22°Ta07' 
Ascendant Cancer 27°Ca53' 12  26°Ge55' 
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Chapter I.     Your General Nature 

 

 
Approach, Attitude 

You tend to cover an innate sensitivity with calculated assertiveness which can be 
confusing to a partner who really wants to be close to you. The sooner you take the risk 
of opening up, the sooner real intimacy will have a chance to begin to develop. 

Ascendant in Cancer 

Key Quality 

Intensity is a must for you in a relationship, at least on your end of it. This may be 
found in strong sexuality, but needs an outlet somewhere so that you may lose and 
transcend yourself in your relations with another. In the end, nothing else will do. 

Sun in Scorpio 

Key Activity 

You have a very strong attachment to those who you feel are your "family" whether 
actually related or not, and one of the best ways of relating is to include someone into this 
special group. Once in, it's hard to get them out, however, so be cautious. 

Sun in Fourth House 
Chapter Highlights 

You have a well-balanced sense of inner purpose and the time and strength with 
which to implement it, so you may seem particularly at ease with yourself to others when 
you are in action. This may belie certain other insecurities. 

Sun Sextile Mars     Orb: 00°19' 

You have a nice easy, broad sense of personal pacing that allows you to cover a lot of 
ground without appearing to, with large, relaxed sweeps. You will be able to gently open 
up more introverted types and broaden their world, open their hearts. 

Sun Sextile Jupiter     Orb: 02°41' 

Your physical appearance may often belie your inner feelings or direction, over or 
understating them, so you should be able to say what you mean more than show it if you 
want to put yourself across well. When you mean what you say, others will know it. 

Sun Square Ascendant     Orb: 06°10' 

It is sometimes difficult to see another's point of view because of the clear validity of 
your own arguments. There can, however, be two equally valid and yet conflicting points 
of view, so take time to put yourself in another's shoes and come together. 

Sun Conjunct Mercury     Orb: 09°50' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter II.     Inner Responsiveness 

 

 
Key Quality 

Your warm, open, fun-loving response to most situations may belie other more 
vulnerable feelings within. Generosity seeks a response, and you may feel particularly 
left out if no one wants to play. Be as generous with yourself & you will want little. 

Moon in Leo 

Key Activity 

Your reactions to others will be very fundamental, in that you will mean just what 
you say and feel morally compelled to stick by it. That is admirable, just don't expect the 
same of others who may be more dissembling at first until they know you. 

Moon in Second House 
Chapter Highlights 

Dissembling responses to others appear to be self-protective, but sow confusion and 
distrust in the long run, so take extra care to say what you mean, mean what you say. 
Better to say nothing than to give an easy, but misleading, reply. 

Moon Square Neptune     Orb: 01°26' 

Your immediate response of warmth and generosity toward others is particularly 
strong and those who know you well will revel in it. Those less close to you may tend to 
look your gift horses in the mouth because they seem too good to be true at times. 

Moon Conjunct Jupiter     Orb: 06°35' 

Your most natural responses to situations will tend to increase the quality of your 
reputation, which means you can usually bank on your intuition, or at least expect others 
to. Rely on your instincts where career is concerned and you won't go wrong. 

Moon Trine Midheaven     Orb: 08°02' 

A nice balance of feeling and action allow you to make your moves well-timed and 
with appropriate strength. You can also help a partner improve timing by leading the 
dance in a receptive but directive fashion. Pick it up, turn it around easily. 

Moon Trine Mars     Orb: 08°58' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter III.     Mentality 

 

 
Key Quality 

Intense and somewhat baroque scenarios have appeal to you and you may be a little 
too close-handed for your partner to comprehend what is going on. Full disclosure is not 
your trip, but be willing to disclose that so your partner can join the game. 

Mercury in Scorpio 

Key Activity 

Your best problem-solving abilities will probably lie in the home and concerning 
those close to you -- not necessarily because of talent, but because of inclination. Thus, 
your thoughts run toward the introspective & that which is personal to you. 

Mercury in Fourth House 
Chapter Highlights 

A clear but nondemanding sense of what you like and how to obtain it allows you to 
be unobtrusively tasteful and design the kind of relationship you want without remaking 
your partner or his/her tastes. You uncover rather than reshape to suit. 

Mercury Sextile Venus     Orb: 04°11' 

It is sometimes difficult to see another's point of view because of the clear validity of 
your own arguments. There can, however, be two equally valid and yet conflicting points 
of view, so take time to put yourself in another's shoes and come together. 

Sun Conjunct Mercury     Orb: 09°50' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter IV.     Inner Needs - Desires - Sexuality 

 

 
Key Quality 

Your very specific tastes can be your undoing unless you make them clear ahead of 
time to your partner. When you get just what you want, you're simply blown away, but if 
you don't ask for it first, you'll never get it unless your partner is a clone. 

Venus in Virgo 

Key Activity 

You have the gift of a pleasant phrase and can choose your words well to express 
your good wishes, particularly in writing or over the phone. It is easier for you than most 
to make your desires known, so don't be afraid to loosen a tongue-tied lover. 

Venus in Third House 
Chapter Highlights 

When you want something (or someone) you tend to want it so hard that you may kill 
it off in the process of procuring it. Love may be forced in agreed-upon fantasy games, 
but playing romantic hardball in real life usually means someone winds up a loser. 

Venus Conjunct Pluto     Orb: 03°53' 

A clear but nondemanding sense of what you like and how to obtain it allows you to 
be unobtrusively tasteful and design the kind of relationship you want without remaking 
your partner or his/her tastes. You uncover rather than reshape to suit. 

Mercury Sextile Venus     Orb: 04°11' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter V     Energy - Drive - Activity 

 

 
Key Quality 

You are very diligent and determined about accomplishing just what you have set out 
to do, even though your partner may be ready to move on to something else. Your 
strength is admirable, but should be tempered with sensitivity to changing feelings. 

Mars in Capricorn 

Key Activity 

Your effect in a relationship is to get things done and perfect the outer manifestations 
of what you are involved with. While you should avoid pedantry, you will get high 
achievement scores from any partner who will go the extra mile which you require. 

Mars in Sixth House 
Chapter Highlights 

You have a well-balanced sense of inner purpose and the time and strength with 
which to implement it, so you may seem particularly at ease with yourself to others when 
you are in action. This may belie certain other insecurities. 

Sun Sextile Mars     Orb: 00°19' 

A strong native flow of energy allows you to keep up a longrange pace that will see 
others dropping out one by one as they tire. Timing and adjusting to just the right speed 
to conserve energy are the key, along with good morale & high enthusiasm. 

Mars Trine Jupiter     Orb: 02°22' 

You need to avoid a tendency to cut your motor just when you get really rolling 
along, which can leave you adrift in mid-voyage. The key to successful follow-through is 
effortlessness -- once you get started, let it roll by itself, relinquish control. 

Mars Square Saturn     Orb: 03°24' 

Energy flow may be quite difficult to control, coming in fits and starts, bursts and 
salvoes. Overcompensation may lead you to extreme precision as a result, but it will be 
mind over matter, the care of a watchmaker tuning the fine movement of the soul. 

Mars Square Uranus     Orb: 06°32' 

A nice balance of feeling and action allow you to make your moves well-timed and 
with appropriate strength. You can also help a partner improve timing by leading the 
dance in a receptive but directive fashion. Pick it up, turn it around easily. 

Moon Trine Mars     Orb: 08°58' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter VI.     Expansiveness - Growth - Success 

 

 
Key Quality 

You favor a careful development of your relationships that will conform to very 
special ideals built up over the years. This may make you somewhat exclusivistic, as you 
know just what will and won't do, despite the seemingly reasonable opinions of others. 

Jupiter in Virgo 

Key Activity 

You will tend to lavish goods on others as a mode of affection and getting to know 
them. Money is to be spent for enjoyment not to hoard in a bank. You can afford that 
philosophy as more usually turns up for you, where others go broke & stay that way. 

Jupiter in Second House 
Chapter Highlights 

A strong native flow of energy allows you to keep up a longrange pace that will see 
others dropping out one by one as they tire. Timing and adjusting to just the right speed 
to conserve energy are the key, along with good morale & high enthusiasm. 

Mars Trine Jupiter     Orb: 02°22' 

You have a nice easy, broad sense of personal pacing that allows you to cover a lot of 
ground without appearing to, with large, relaxed sweeps. You will be able to gently open 
up more introverted types and broaden their world, open their hearts. 

Sun Sextile Jupiter     Orb: 02°41' 

Your immediate response of warmth and generosity toward others is particularly 
strong and those who know you well will revel in it. Those less close to you may tend to 
look your gift horses in the mouth because they seem too good to be true at times. 

Moon Conjunct Jupiter     Orb: 06°35' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter VII.     Seriousness - Concentration - 
Limitations 

 

 
Key Quality 

You may find that you are initially harsh with a partner, seeing faults clearly that 
others might miss or overlook. This is a useful self-protective talent, but can put off a 
prospective partner as well. Note the faults, but don't advertise them. 

Saturn in Aries 

Key Activity 

You have a penchant to explore in depth the philosophies around you to find the 
lasting inner truths in them, rather than for seeking change or revision. This will make 
you a good analyst, so you are best off with another who is a fresh informationist 

Saturn in Ninth House 
Chapter Highlights 

You need to avoid a tendency to cut your motor just when you get really rolling 
along, which can leave you adrift in mid-voyage. The key to successful follow-through is 
effortlessness -- once you get started, let it roll by itself, relinquish control. 

Mars Square Saturn     Orb: 03°24' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter VIII.     Originality - Spontaneity - 
Independence 

 

 
Key Quality 

You may find you have the ability to figure out a person's entire personality from just 
a few specific clues or actions. You will very often be correct in this, but always back up 
your opinions with more data before making a move, as looks can fool. 

Uranus in Virgo 

Key Activity 

Your sharp, inventive mind is your primary joy, but may not be so for others who 
have other more mundane interests. Use your inventive wit to open up worlds for others 
as well as for the sake of the sheer challenges you can meet & overcome in mind. 

Uranus in Third House 
Chapter Highlights 

Your natural body language can be extremely helpful in communicating the essence 
of what you have to say. If you can't always say exactly what you are trying to get across, 
then simply show it with a gesture, a smile, or a revelatory glance that tells. 

Uranus Sextile Ascendant     Orb: 00°41' 

The road to self-discovery is mapped by fantasy, then delineated by reality in a pace 
that you may take for granted as you pick your way along while others are lost in the 
wilderness. Lend your sense of the possible to those not so much in touch. 

Uranus Sextile Neptune     Orb: 03°52' 

The drive to self-discovery is extremely strong and the push to find out what is really 
happening may cause others to think you a bit self-obsessed -- but when you finally do hit 
the nail on the head, you drive it in with a single stroke, amazing all. 

Uranus Conjunct Pluto     Orb: 05°16' 

Energy flow may be quite difficult to control, coming in fits and starts, bursts and 
salvoes. Overcompensation may lead you to extreme precision as a result, but it will be 
mind over matter, the care of a watchmaker tuning the fine movement of the soul. 

Mars Square Uranus     Orb: 06°32' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter IX.     Imagination - Ideals - Spirituality 

 

 
Key Quality 

That which is most difficult or dangerous to attain you tend to make your heart's goal. 
This can bring you to the inner depths of revelation or put you on the rocks. 
Remembering that the very greatest mysteries of life & love are right before you helps. 

Neptune in Scorpio 

Key Activity 

Idealism and sexuality mix in equal proportions, bringing the highest sort of romance, 
as long as a watch-eye is kept out for harsh intervening realities. Feelings are everything, 
gloriously afloat, not to be set down by inauspicious permanence of love. 

Neptune in Fifth House 
Chapter Highlights 

Inner beliefs and convictions will go hand in hand with fantasies, allowing clear and 
forceful expression of inner needs even when it does not seem likely or even possible.  
Faith and trust will not break, but overrun all barriers that arise. 

Neptune Sextile Pluto     Orb: 01°24' 

Dissembling responses to others appear to be self-protective, but sow confusion and 
distrust in the long run, so take extra care to say what you mean, mean what you say. 
Better to say nothing than to give an easy, but misleading, reply. 

Moon Square Neptune     Orb: 01°26' 

The road to self-discovery is mapped by fantasy, then delineated by reality in a pace 
that you may take for granted as you pick your way along while others are lost in the 
wilderness. Lend your sense of the possible to those not so much in touch. 

Uranus Sextile Neptune     Orb: 03°52' 

Others tend to dust your image with their imagination, so you are frequently viewed 
through rose-colored glasses, as someone who will fit into the best of fantasies. That 
tends to be a self-fulfilling prophesy, which is highly favorable for you. 

Neptune Trine Ascendant     Orb: 04°33' 
 



 

 

 

 

Chapter X.     Compulsiveness - Fate - Mission 

 

 
Key Quality 

The dominant belief of your generation, which you share to an extent, is that if you do 
it just right, you'll get what you want. A lot was done, but much was wanting in the end, 
because of your illusion of control. You do what you can, that's all. 

Pluto in Virgo 

Key Activity 

Your base of power in the world is your ability to manipulate communication: to 
prove yourself, or another, or a theory right or wrong puts you in sway, or at least seems 
to. In fact, it is the truth behind the matter that abides, outstaying the rest. 

Pluto in Third House 
Chapter Highlights 

Inner beliefs and convictions will go hand in hand with fantasies, allowing clear and 
forceful expression of inner needs even when it does not seem likely or even possible.  
Faith and trust will not break, but overrun all barriers that arise. 

Neptune Sextile Pluto     Orb: 01°24' 

When you want something (or someone) you tend to want it so hard that you may kill 
it off in the process of procuring it. Love may be forced in agreed-upon fantasy games, 
but playing romantic hardball in real life usually means someone winds up a loser. 

Venus Conjunct Pluto     Orb: 03°53' 

The drive to self-discovery is extremely strong and the push to find out what is really 
happening may cause others to think you a bit self-obsessed -- but when you finally do hit 
the nail on the head, you drive it in with a single stroke, amazing all. 

Uranus Conjunct Pluto     Orb: 05°16' 


